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a b s t r a c t
We report the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrum of chlorobenzene (C6H5Cl) measured using
synchrotron radiation and the ETH-SLS 2009 prototype spectrometer at the Swiss Light Source (SLS).
The maximum optical path difference of these measurements was 11.8 m leading to a resolution of better
than 0.0008 cm1. The spectra were taken at room temperature in the range 600–900 cm1. It was
~0 ¼ 706:6686 cm1) and the out-of-plane
possible to analyze the in-plane mode m12 of A1 symmetry (m
~0 ¼ 741:2240 cm1) of C6H535Cl. In addition, the ground state constant DK
mode m10b of B1 symmetry (m
of C6H535Cl has been readjusted using combination differences (CD).
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The use of synchrotron radiation sources has greatly enhanced
the possibilities of highest resolution Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy of polyatomic molecules [1–11]. In recent work we
have shown that the infrared spectra of molecules as complex as
naphthalene [3], azulene [8] and indene [10] can be rotationally
resolved and analyzed, which can help the search for the spectra
of such molecules in an astrophysical context. Furthermore tunneling dynamics in excited vibrational states of aromatic molecules
such as phenol isotopomers can be studied successfully [7]. Even
the spectra of moderately complex chiral molecules such as
CDBrClF and CHBrIF and others have been analyzed succesfully
[9,11] which provides a starting point for their use in experiments
on molecular parity violation [12] which relates to some of the
most fundamental current questions on molecular and biomolecular structure and dynamics [13–15].
Further important questions can be addressed by the study of
molecules important for the spectroscopy of the Earth’s atmosphere [16–24]. In the past, much high resolution spectroscopic
work has concentrated on relatively simple atmospheric trace
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gases such as ozone [18], methane [20–24] or some of the simpler
ﬂuoro-chloro-hydrocarbons [25], to name just a few selected
examples from a very large body of work usually based on FTIR
spectroscopy with conventional light sources.
Synchrotron-based FTIR spectroscopy allows us now to study
more complex pollutants such as chlorobenzene, which is the
subject of our present investigation. Chlorobenzene is a precursor
of
the
polychlorinated
biphenyls
(PCB)
[31]
and
tetrachlorodibenzo-1,4-dioxin [32] (TCDD) produced in industrial
processes. Both compounds are extremely toxic for the environment. They can be generated by combustion of chlorinated benzenes. To gain more insight into such processes we have started
to study the prototypical chlorinated aromatic compound
chlorobenzene C6H5Cl [33] using high resolution FTIR spectroscopy
in combination with synchrotron light. The vibrational spectrum of
chlorobenzene (C6H5Cl) was assigned in [34–37]. Although benzene and monodeutero benzene have been studied at high resolution, including work from our group [38–40] and recent progress
has been made in the analysis of the substituted aromatic molecules phenol [7] and ﬂuorobenzene [33,41], there existed so far
only one rovibrational analysis of the m19a band of chlorobenzene
from [42] using diode laser jet spectroscopy. The vibrational
ground state has been analyzed using submm wave spectroscopy
in [43].
Chlorobenzene, (C6H5Cl), is a molecule of C 2v symmetry. The
coordinate system was chosen as shown in Fig. 1 so that the
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twofold rotational axis, the z-axis, goes through the Cl atom, the
y-axis lies perpendicular to z in the plane of the molecule, and
the x-axis intersects the center of gravity perpendicular to the zand y-axes. Chlorobenzene has thirty normal modes. As summarized in Table 2 in the column nCv , among these, eleven modes
have A1 symmetry (in-plane vibrations), ten modes have B2 symmetry (in-plane vibrations), six modes have B1 symmetry
(out-of-plane vibrations) and 3 modes have A2 symmetry
(out-of-plane vibrations). The vibrational mode structure in
C6H5X molecules has been discussed for quite some time
[44–47]. All modes except the A2 modes are infrared active. The
A1 modes show a-type transitions in the infrared spectra, the B1
modes c-type transitions and the B2 modes b-type transitions.
Table 1 illustrates the normal modes. The character table for C 2v
symmetry with the nuclear spin statistical weights is provided in
Table 2. As discussed in [29] (for the background see [12,48,26])
the four protons and carbon nuclei exchanged in the permutation
ðabÞ correspond with appropriate numbering to ðabÞ
¼ ð26Þð35Þð20 60 Þð30 50 Þ. The total Pauli-allowed species are Aþ and
A (nurovibronic). The four protons 2, 3, 5, 6 generate a reducible
representation DR in M S4 of the following structure with total
nuclear spin I for four protons in parentheses:

DR ðI ¼ 2Þ ¼ 5Aþ

ð1Þ

DR ðI ¼ 1Þ ¼ 3Aþ þ 6Bþ

ð2Þ

DR ðI ¼ 0Þ ¼ 2Aþ

ð3Þ

which leads to DR ðtotal; four protonsÞ ¼ 10Aþ þ 6Bþ . If this is combined with the 2  4 spin functions of the proton in position 4 and
of 35Cl with nuclear spin I(35Cl) = 3/2 and positive parity in position
1 one obtains DR ðtotal; all spinsÞ ¼ 80Aþ þ 48Bþ which leads to the
values nCs and the weights g in Table 2. The 128 nuclear spin functions are all of positive parity. Column K a K c gives the species of
rotational wavefunctions for the corresponding even ðeÞ or odd ðoÞ
values of the rotational quantum numbers K a and K c . The selection
rules for electric dipole transitions are (a) conservation of nuclear
spin symmetry and (b) change of parity.
We have measured the FTIR spectrum of chlorobenzene using
two different FTIR setups, the nine chamber prototype Bruker
~ ¼ 0:001 cm1) and the eleven chamber
spektrometer ZP 2001 (Dm
~ ¼ 0:0008 cm1) connected to
Bruker prototype ETH-SLS 2009 (Dm
the Swiss Light Source (SLS), in the region 600–900 cm1 as shown
by the survey spectrum in Fig. 2. Here we present the rovibrational
m 10b ¼ 741:2240 cm1 and the
analysis of the B1 fundamental band e
~12 ¼ 706:6686 cm1 as well as a slightly
A1 fundamental band m
improved set of the ground state spectroscopic constants for the
isotopomer C6H535Cl.

Table 1
Normal modes of chlorobenzene classiﬁed into C 2v symmetry with A1 ; A2 ; B1 and B2
modes (fundamentals from [35–37] unless otherwise indicated).
35-Chlorobenzene, C6H535Cl
Mode

Description

A1 symmetry
m20a
CH stretch
m2
CH stretch
m13
CH stretch
m8a
CC stretch
m19a
CC stretch
m7a
CH stretch
m9a
CH bend
m18a
CH bend
m1
ring
m12
Cl-sensitive
m6a
Cl-sensitive

3082
3054
3031
1585
1483.893a
1153
1092
1025
1003
706.6686b
416

B2 symmetry
CH stretch
CH stretch
CC stretch
CC stretch
CC stretch
CH bend
CH bend
CH bend
ring
Cl-sensitive

3096
3067
1598
1448
1326
1270
1157
1068
615
293

m20b
m7b
m8b
m19b
m14
m3
m9b
m15
m6b
m18b
a
b

e
m /cm1

Mode

Description

A2 symmetry
m17a
CH bend
m10a
CH bend
m16a
CC stretch

962
831
403

B1 symmetry
m5
CH bend
m17b
CH bend
m10b
CH bend
m4
CC twist
m16b
X-sensitive
m11
CH bend

981
902
741.2239b
685.59b
467
200

From [42].
This work.

Table 2
Character table for the C 2v and S2 ðM S4 Þ symmetry groups relating to axes deﬁnitions
in Fig. 1 (left, as in the Il representation). For the molecular symmetry group M S4 (ab)
corresponds to the permutation of the equivalent parts of the molecule and the upper
right index of the symmetry species indicates parity (þ or ) [26–29]. The symbols
have their conventional meaning [1,30], g is the nuclear spin statistical weight for the
corresponding rovibronic symmetry.
C 2v
A1
A2
B1
B2

S2 ðMS4 Þ

E

Aþ
A
B

1
1
1
1

Bþ

C2
ðabÞ

rxz
ðabÞ

ryz

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

l

J

KaKc

nCv

nCs

g

Jz
Jy
Jx

ee
eo
oo
oe

11
3
6
10

80
0
0
48

80
80
48
48

E

lz
lx
ly

2. Experimental
The FTIR spectrum of chlorobenzene has been ﬁrst measured
with our nine chamber Fourier transform spectrometer Bruker
IFS 125 HR Zürich Prototype (ZP) 2001 in the region 600–
900 cm1 using an effective resolution of 0:001 cm1 from the
c(Y)

c (X)

b (X)

HBr

H Br

HBr

Cl

HBr

a (Z)

Cl

a (Z)

b (Y)

Il representation

e
m /cm1

Irrepresentation

Fig. 1. The structure and the axes systems used for chlorobenzene (schematic, not to scale).
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Fig. 2. Overview spectrum of chlorobenzene in the range 620–870 cm1 measured with the 9 chamber system Bruker IFS 120/125 prototype 2001 (upper trace) and the 11
chamber system Bruker IFS 125 ETH-SLS prototype 2009 using synchrotron radiation (lower trace). The signiﬁcantly lower noise level at a smaller aperture and a much
smaller number of scans, shown in the synchrotron spectrum is clearly visible.

measured line width (FWHM) and an aperture of 1 mm. One hundred and ﬁfty spectra were co-added. A White-type cell with a path
length ranging from 3.2 m up to 19.2 m was used for the room
temperature measurements. The sample pressure was 0.22 mbar.
It was measured with a MKS Baratron Type 127. The precise values
of the pressure have limited signiﬁcance because of well-known
adsorption effects during a measurement with chlorobenzene.
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and the resolution
the same spectral range 600–900 cm1 was measured with our eleven chamber FTIR spectrometer, the ETH-SLS Bruker IFS 125 HR
prototype 2009 with the currently worldwide highest available
maximum optical path differences of dMOPD ¼ 11:7 m which is connected to the infrared port available at the Swiss Light Source (SLS)
using sophisticated transfer optics. Here, the synchrotron radiation
extracted out of the storage ring is steered along three segments of
1:1 optics using Al coated mirrors kept under vacuum. From the
third focal point, the beam is further steered through dedicated
transfer optics to the FTIR spectrometer. The transfer optics consist
of one parabolic, two toroidal and one ﬂat mirror. The toroidal mirrors are necessary due to the strong astigmatism of the synchrotron radiation. A parallel beam entering the source chamber
of the spectrometer gets focused through a parabolic mirror with
focal length 41.8 cm to the aperture, which might have a diameter
as small as 0.5 mm, and passes on into the interferometer.
The ETH-SLS interferometer of our Bruker prototype spectrometer with dMOPD ¼ 11:7 m has at best a resolution of 0.00052 cm1
or 16 MHz. The spectrometer is a further development of our IFS
120/125 prototype 2001 [49,50] which has a dMOPD ¼ 9:8 m and a
best resolution of 0.0007 cm1. Further details of our spectrometer
have been described in [3,7,8]. We have used an aperture of
0.8 mm leading to an effective resolution of 0.0008 cm1 and again

a White-type cell with a path length ranging from 3.2 m up to
19.2 m for our measurement of chlorobenzene. The pressure measured as described above was 0.2 mbar, and the temperature was
294 K. All spectra were self-apodized. The Doppler width for
C6H535Cl at 294 K and 700 cm1 is 0.0008 cm1 which is in the
range of our resolution. The spectra were calibrated with OCS
(600–900 cm1, [51]). The signiﬁcantly lower noise level of the
synchrotron spectrum shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2 compared
to the spectrum using a globar light source and almost twice as
many scans shown in the upper panel is clearly visible.
3. Assignment of the fundamentals of C6H535Cl in the range
650–900 cm1
The 650–775 cm1 region of chlorobenzene shown in Fig. 3
includes two bands with symmetry B1 and a band with symmetry
A1 labeled as m4 (B1 ), m12 (A1 ) and m10b (B1 ) according to the Wilson
notation [52]. The assignment of the observed rovibrational transitions belonging to a particular subband characterized by K a and K c
series and consisting of P and R branches has been carried out efﬁciently with an interactive Loomis–Wood (LW) assignment program previously designed for linear [53–55] and quasilinear
molecules [56–62] (see also [63]). This graphical pattern recognition and assignment program is a very powerful tool and allows
also the assignment of absorption patterns of oblate [64] and prolate [65,66] asymmetric top molecules. Other recent assignment
programs of this type include the CAAARS [67], the AABS [68] program packages and the Pgopher program [69,70] (see also the
review and discussion in [63]).
As the Loomis–Wood diagram of the m12 band in the upper part
of Fig. 3 illustrates, the a-type structure of this band consisting of
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Fig. 3. Overview spectrum of chlorobenzene in the range 650–775 cm1 with the B1 bands m4 and m10b as well as the A1 band m12 . The Loomis–Wood diagram of the m12 band
shown on the top is plotted versus the C rotational constant. The Loomis–Wood diagrams of the m10b band of C6H535Cl shown at the bottom of ﬁgure are plotted versus the A
rotational constant (left) and versus ðB þ CÞ=2 (right).

K a series of C6H535Cl is clearly visible and the assignment up to
J 6 102 is rather straightforward. A local perturbation for J 6 105
has been identiﬁed in the K a ¼ 0 series. The Loomis–Wood diagrams of the m10b band of C6H535Cl shown at the bottom of Fig. 3
are plotted versus the A rotational constant (left) and versus
ðB þ CÞ=2 (right). Using these two diagrams it was possible to
assign this fundamental up to J 6 95; K a 6 35 and K c 6 66.
However, so far we have not assigned the transitions in the spectrum of the C6H537Cl isotopomer.

4. Results for the spectroscopic parameters and discussion

b v ;v ¼ Av bJ 2 þ Bv bJ 2 þ C v bJ 2  Dv bJ 4  Dv bJ 2bJ 2  Dv bJ 4
H
rot
z
x
y
z
J
JK
K z
 
i
1 h v b2
v b2 3
v b2
2
2
b
b

dJ J þ dK J z ; J þ þ J 
þ UJ ð J Þ
þ
2
2
þ UvJK ðbJ 2 Þ bJ 2z þ UvKJbJ 2bJ 4z þ UvK bJ 6z
 
i
1 h v b2 2
þ
/J ð J Þ þ /vJK bJ 2bJ 2z þ /vK bJ 4z ; bJ 2þ þ bJ 2
þ
2

ð4Þ

The angular momentum operators are given by bJ 2 ¼ bJ 2x þ bJ 2y þ bJ 2z and
bJ  ¼ bJ x  ibJ y . The Ir representation was chosen to reduce correla-

4.1. Effective Hamiltonian parameters

tions during the ﬁt. It is important to stress that the axis system
in the Ir representation is different from the system which we used
to determine the symmetry of the normal modes, which would cor-

The rovibrational analysis has been carried out with Watson’s A
reduced effective Hamiltonian in the Ir representation (Fig. 1)) up
to sextic centrifugal distortion constants [71]:

respond to the Il representation (Fig. 1).
The spectroscopic data were analyzed using the WANG program
described in detail in Ref. [72] (see also [63]). The spectroscopic
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constants of each band were ﬁtted separately according to the A
reduction.
4.2. Rovibrational analysis of the ground state of C6H535Cl
The spectroscopic constants of the ground state of C6H535Cl
have been determined by submm wave spectroscopy up to
J ¼ 105 [43] and are listed in Table 3. From the present work
3116 combination differences calculated from the a-type transitions of the m12 band and from the c-type transitions of the m10b
band of C6H535Cl have been determined and inserted into the least
squares adjustment. Only the quartic DK constant needed readjustment. All other constants have been held ﬁxed to the values of [43]
as shown in Table 3. As a further check, the combination differences have been calculated with the ﬁxed values of all the parameters from [43]. However, this leads to a drms ¼ 0:00063 cm1
compared to drms ¼ 0:00021 cm1 obtained by adjusting the DK
constant. The ground state constants have been held ﬁxed to the
values in the third column in Table 3 during the adjustment of
the constants of the m12 and m10b state of C6H535Cl.
4.3. Rovibrational analysis of the

m12 fundamental of C6H535Cl

The adjustment of the spectroscopic constants of the m12 state of
C6H535Cl listed in Table 4 have been performed using transitions up
to J 6 95. Transitions above this value have not been considered
due to the local perturbations. The sextic distortion constants
UJ ; UJK and UKJ have been determined for m12 . However, during
the ﬁt the A rotational constant and the quartic constants DJK and
DK have been held ﬁxed at their values in the ground state. A closer
look at the values of the rotational constants B and C illustrates
their small change upon excitation which is on the order of
105 cm1 and typical of a-type transitions. More than 1600 transitions have been included in the least squares adjustment leading
to a root mean square deviation drms ¼ 2  104 cm1. Fixing some
of the values of the spectroscopic constants mentioned above was
necessary, because of the relatively small number of K a 6 8
observed subbands. The corresponding lack of data results in
strong correlations during the ﬁtting procedure when ﬂoating all
parameters. The best ﬁt was obtained after several trials by ﬁxing
A; DJK and DK at the ground state values. Alternative ﬁts with ﬂoating these parameters as well leads to correlations in particular
between A and B, without any improvement in the drms . Floating
the sextic constants UJ ; UJK and UKJ improves the ﬁts presumably

Table 3
Spectroscopic constants in cm1 of the ground state (gs) from [43]) and from
combination differences calculated from the assignments of the m12 and m10b states of
the C6H535Cl isotopomer in the A reduction. We retained the constants of [43]) for the
ground state except DK which was readjusted in the ﬁt with uncertainties listed as 1r
in parentheses in terms of the last signiﬁcant digit [30].
A

gs [43]

gs (CD, this work)

m~0 (cm1)

DJ =109 cm1

0
0.189207295
0.052595956
0.041150963
2.01156

0
0.189207295
0.052595956
0.041150963
2.01156

DJK =109 cm1

9.40404

9.40404

DK =109 cm1

30.28760

29.0600(10)

dJ =109 cm1

0.482901

0.482901

dK =109 cm1
N
drms (cm1)
drms (MHz)
Jmax for ﬁt

10.25510

10.25510

183

3116
0.00021

A (cm1)
B (cm1)
C (cm1)

0.061
105

95

Table 4
Spectroscopic constants in cm1 of the m12 and m10b states of the C6H535Cl isotopomer
in the A reduction. Uncertainties listed as 1r in parentheses in terms of the last
signiﬁcant digit. When no uncertainties are given this parameter was held ﬁxed at the
corresponding ground state value.
A

m12

m10b

m~0 (cm1)

DJ =109 cm1

706.668550(39)
0.189207295
0.052567056(68)
0.041118274(32)
1.875(13)

741.223957(32)
0.189040776(27)
0.05260956(60)
0.04116261(71)
1.896(11)

DJK =109 cm1

9.40404

9.40404

DK =109 cm1

29.0600

29.062(20)

dJ =109 cm1

0.409(11)

0.196(72)

A (cm1)
B (cm1)
C (cm1)

dK =109 cm1

12.90(27)

4.71(31)

UJ =1012 cm1

0.00115(78)

0.00407(56)

UJK =1012 cm1

1.578(62)

0.1650(45)

UKJ =1012 cm1

21.4(12)

0.1557(55)

N
drms (cm1)
Jmax for ﬁt

1625
0.00020
95

6340
0.00016
93

because of perturbations at higher J values where m4 may act as
interacting partner. The parameters obtained from our best ﬁts
clearly must be considered as effective ﬁt parameters, which is
adequate in such an empirical representation. In an alternative
strategy one might consider estimating some of the higher parameters by ab initio calculations which seems not really important at
the present stage of our analysis.
Using the constants in Table 4 the m12 fundamental of C6H535Cl
was simulated as shown in Fig. 4. The upper trace in each panel
shows the measured spectrum and the lower trace the simulation.
The middle and lower panels are enlargements of parts in the
upper panel. As the enlargements in Fig. 4 illustrate, there is good
agreement between the measured and simulated C6H535Cl spectrum. Of course, the match is not perfect because numerous hot
band transitions indicated by the large number of Q branches visible in the spectrum and the transitions of the C6H537Cl isotopomer
have not been considered. The population of the vibrational ground
state is only Q 1
v ib ¼ 0:251 at 294 K. On the other hand the quite
good agreement between the measured and simulated C6H535Cl
spectrum indicates why it was impossible for us to assign a sufﬁcient number of C6H537Cl lines.
4.4. Rovibrational analysis of the

m10b fundamental of C6H535Cl

The m10b band of C6H535Cl is not as perturbed as the m10b band of
phenol [7]. All rotational and quartic distortion constants of the
m10b state of C6H535Cl have been determined (Table 4) except the
quartic constant DJK which was held ﬁxed at the ground state
value. The determination of the sextic constants UJ ; UJK UKJ indicates a possible weak interaction with a dark state. More than
6300 transitions were used in the ﬁtting procedure. The change
of the A rotational constant upon excitation is larger than those
of the B and C constants as is typical of c-type transitions. In any
case, both for m10b and m12 the rotational parameters should be considered as effective ﬁt parameters.
Using the spectroscopic constants shown in Table 4 the m10b
band of C6H535Cl was simulated and is shown (lower trace)
together with the experimental spectrum (upper trace) in the
upper panel of Fig. 5. Enlargements of the shaded areas in the
upper panel are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 5 and in Figs. 6
and 7. Further detailed comparisons of parts of the simulated spectrum of C6H535Cl and the measured chlorobenzene spectrum
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 illustrate the nice agreement between
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Fig. 4. Measured spectrum (upper trace) of chlorobenzene and simulated spectrum (lower trace) of the m12 fundamental of the C6H535Cl isotopomer are shown in the upper
panel. The lower panels show enlargements in the 704.1 cm1 (middle) and 703.44 cm1 (bottom) regions.

measured and simulated spectrum covering the entire spectral
range of this band. The agreement is surprisingly good if one takes
into account that the hot band lines and the lines of the other isotopomer C6H537Cl are not included in the simulation as already discussed for the m12 fundamental.
5. Conclusions
The rovibrational analysis of the infrared spectra of chlorobenzene at room temperature is an excellent example to illustrate the
great advantage of highest resolution FTIR spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation. Due to the high brilliance of the synchrotron

light source it is possible to use apertures as small as 0.8 mm making
it possible to apply the full resolution capability of our eleven chamber interferometer. Even spectral features generated by rotational
constants as small as 0.05 cm1 can now be resolved and assigned.
We were able to rotationally resolve the infrared spectra of
chlorobenzene at room temperature in the region 620–900 cm1.
The assignment of the rovibrational lines of the isotopomer
C6H535Cl is straightforward due to the highly resolved spectra.
The m10b fundamental of C6H535Cl was analyzed up to J 6 95. The
m12 fundamental of C6H535Cl was analyzed up the crossing region.
However, an assignment of the C6H537Cl transitions in both fundamentals is quite challenging due to the lower intensity and the
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Fig. 5. Measured spectrum (upper trace) of chlorobenzene and simulated spectrum (lower trace) of the m10b fundamental of the C6H535Cl isotopomer are shown in the upper
panel. The lower panels show enlargements in the 749 cm1 (middle) and 750.88 cm1 (bottom) regions.

presence of hot band lines. To detect and identify C6H537Cl absorption lines it might be helpful to cool the spectra down in order to
minimize the hot band transitions or else one might use isotopically enriched samples of this isotopomer.
Our analysis of chlorobenzene’s FTIR spectrum is a further
extension of our project to understand the dynamics and spectroscopy of aromatic systems. Compared to the complicated FTIR
spectra of ﬂuorobenzene [33,41], pyridine [50], pyrimidine [64],
indole, naphthalene [3], azulene [8] and phenol [7] the

chlorobenzene spectra are relatively easy to understand as long
as the lines are resolved. No complicated resonance features have
been detected.
A comparison of the FTIR spectra of the aromatic molecules
monodeutero-benzene, 13C12C5H6 [38–40], ﬂuorobenzene [33,41]
and chlorobenzene, all of C 2v symmetry show similar structures
for the out-of-plane modes (c-type bands), but they look completely different with regard to the in-plane modes (a-type bands).
The complicated band structure of ﬂuorobenzene around 800 cm1
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Fig. 6. Enlargements of the shaded areas around 749.26 cm1 (upper panel), 752.36 cm1 (middel panel) and 754.52 cm1 (lower panel) from the upper panel of Fig. 5. The
measured spectrum of the m10b fundamental of chlorobenzene is shown in the upper trace and the simulated spectrum of the m10b fundamental of the C6H535Cl isotopomer in
the lower trace.

is missing for chlorobenzene. The m12 band part of the resonance
structure in ﬂuorobenzene is shifted to 707 cm1 in chlorobenzene.
The present results and detailed analysis should be useful in
identifying regions where chlorobenzene can be detected spectroscopically as a pollutant even given the overlap with CO2 absorptions in this range. Benzene and substituted benzene derivatives
have also been prototypes in studies of intramolecular vibrational
redistribution [73–75] and in this context the present high resolution analysis can provide a starting point for the study of vibrational and rovibrational interactions in more highly excited levels
of chlorobenzene.

Our work also demonstrates the capabilities of rovibrational
‘‘eigenstate-resolved’’ analyses for relatively complex aromatic
molecules using synchrotron-based FTIR spectroscopy which can
be extended towards the analysis of spectra of chiral ring compounds [76] [33]. Here such line-resolved analyses are a crucial ﬁrst
step towards experiments on molecular parity violation [11–15].
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Appendix A
Table of line frequencies deposited as 126 pages of supporting
information. The tables of line frequencies [77] provide the ground
state combination differences (Table A1), the rovibrational line frequencies for m12 (Table A2) and for m10b (Table A3).
Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jms.2015.03.004.
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